
 
 

How to maintain your firm’s culture in a hybrid environment 
 
The first in-person Management Team Together (MTT) session since the pandemic was a 
breakfast meeting at Matrix Chambers in London on 11 October 2022. A panel discussion 
followed by questions from an engaged and enthusiastic audience of senior leaders across 
multiple sectors covered a topic that is relevant to all organisations right now – how to 
maintain your firm’s culture in a hybrid environment.  
 
As MTT Group chair Rachel Holmes explained, culture is a critical success factor and it has 
been damaged by the pandemic. Hybrid working is here to stay, and all organisations, and 
especially professional services which rely on relationships, have to work harder than before 
to embed and maintain the organisational culture that underpins their success. 
 
The panel, chaired by former lawyer Kevin Doolan, a consultant at Strategy Four, who 
teaches at Harvard Law School and at the Møller Institute at Churchill College, University of 
Cambridge. Panellists were Sally Procopis, Chief Operating Officer at city law firm Bates 
Wells, Strategy Four associate and psychotherapist Alexis Caught, and Ivan Schofield, 
leadership and executive coach and board member, who previously held senior executive 
positions in the restaurant sector, including at KFC and Itsu. 
 
As Doolan observed, culture is the glue that holds organisations together, and attrition is 
one of the consequences of working remotely. This is not surprising given that during Covid, 
working relationships became on-screen relationships, and it is much easier to change jobs 
when you are simply shifting from one on-screen relationship to another.  Panellists were 
invited to talk about their experience, and consider how firms can use their culture to 
differentiate themselves in the world of hybrid working before the discussion was opened 
up to the floor. 
 
Protecting Bates Wells’ purpose-driven culture 
COO Procopis described Bates Wells’ distinctive culture which reflects the firm’s purpose 
which is to create a positive impact, and the legal work it does for charities, not for profits 
and social enterprises. This contributes to the firm’s culture and makes people want to work 
for them. For example they represented the two Uber drivers in their Supreme Court claim 
that they are workers, thus ensuring that workers in the gig economy get employment 
benefits like minimum wage and holiday pay. They advised the Horniman Museum on 
seeking approval from the Charity Commission for returning their Benin bronzes to Nigeria. 
They are key players in the Better Business Act, which is about embedding business 
commitments to society and the environment. 
 
Business decisions are shaped by the fact that they are a B Corporation (B stands for 
benefit). B Corps have to pass a rigorous accreditation process, demonstrating high 
standards around the treatment of workers, clients, supply chain, the environment and the 
wider community. They focus on a triple bottom line: people, and profit.  
 



Bates Wells’ business decisions support their culture. They invest in their wider community 
with low-bono and pro-bono work – the Uber case was entirely pro bono. They turn away 
client work if there’s any hint of damage to human rights or the environment. They 
encourage volunteering and about half their people are charity trustees. They have totally 
greened their office, and their supply chain. Their governance is non-hierarchical and 
transparent with senior management regularly sharing information, and low remuneration 
ratios – only a small difference between high and low earners – means that people join 
because of culture rather than salary. 
 
Procopis identified four ways in which hybrid working has affected Bates Wells’ culture.  

1. People are attracted to the firm by the experience (culture) which is diminished by 
remote and hybrid working.  

2. So, we have had to find new ways of coalescing the business around client work 
which is a huge source of pride for our people, for example sharing stories on the 
intranet and in webinars.  

3. Not requiring people to work in the office was impacting the business, so we 
encourage people to work in the office for a minimum of two days a week, and 
organise in-person events to bridge the divide between people who have to be in 
the office and people who can work from home. Employee and diversity and 
inclusion forums are held person. The business team meets for a monthly coffee. 
Our weekly senior management team meeting is in the office, and senior 
management come in three or four days a week.  

4. Generational habits, for example around communication platforms are an issue as 
people who work remotely default to their natural mode.  

 
Doolan believes that professional services can learn from companies that were set up for 
remote working. He quoted a tech founder who observed that when law firms moved to 
hybrid working, they realised they had freed up extra hours that they could sell, whereas 
hybrid companies invest in keeping in touch with all their staff, as they recognised that 
remote working weakens the bonds between employees and the business. 
  
Leading on culture 
Executive coach Schofield referred to INSEAD research that found that two thirds of 
companies (across industries globally) expect hybrid working to continue. INSEAD 
highlighted three common challenges: productivity, maintaining corporate social fabric (or 
culture), and attracting and retaining talent.  
 
Schofield added three more: diversity and inclusion, maintaining boundaries, and time 
management. Hybrid working opens up opportunities for diversity and inclusion and 
increases the pool of talent: it is easier for people with physical disabilities to participate in 
the work force as they don’t have to travel into work every day, and working parents can 
now organise their work around school and childcare.  
 
However, businesses need to be more deliberate about inclusion. For example, a young 
person who shares a flat is more likely to come into the office because they don’t have 
facilities at home, so they have easier access to senior management. Telling stories and 
recognising and rewarding behaviours is an important part of the cultural fabric. Schofield, 



who spent years in the restaurant business, highlighted the problem of engaging with 
people across the business. He had only mixed success with hybrid town hall meetings, and 
found walking the floor unsatisfactory in terms of inclusion and authenticity. He preferred 
to meet small groups of employees, usually without their boss, but emphasised that the 
solution would be different for each organisation.  
 
Hybrid working relies on self-management and setting boundaries, and this means 
recognising and respecting that people’s working routines vary, and this may affect their 
colleagues too.  
 
All organisations are concerned about human capital management. Schofield has found the 
best course of action is to establish a direction and commit to it publicly. Culture means 
management walking the talk, and senior leaders are often time poor.  Schofield 
recommends involving middle managers too, thereby spreading the weight of cultural 
responsibility – and communicating values and culture. 
 
Culture impacts the bottom line 
As a (former) lawyer, consultant and psychotherapist, Caught is in a unique position to look 
at what’s gone wrong, culturally in organisations since the pandemic. He believes that the 
year-on-year rise in target billable hours has exacerbated the mental health crisis in the 
legal sector.  
 
The prevailing culture in professional services firms is a significant factor as it disincentivises 
authentic feedback: associates can’t raise issues without damaging their opportunities (for 
partnership or getting the instructions and secondments that they want). The only 
acceptable ambition is to earn more money. But offering associates more and more money 
has become a sticking plaster over a wound that does not heal.  
 
Caught argued that traditional workplace structures no longer work for professional 
services, and the effects of this – long hours, high pressure – has been intensified by hybrid 
working. People need physical and metaphysical drivers. The problem with physical 
motivators like money is that they are addictive – the more money you have the more you 
need. The problem is that we are not focusing on our metaphysical needs – how we feel 
about ourselves, our relationships and our legacy, he said. And, especially in professional 
services our actions don’t always reflect our values.  
 
Lawyers experience high levels of burnout because firms have normalised behaviours that 
do not allow them to manage their own stress. A passionate professional who will do 
everything, any time for the client is operating in stress mode, says Caught. Working in 
stress mode has a negative impact on the quality of their work, so it’s not good for business.   
 
A lot of professional services firms focus entirely on delivering value for clients. That is 
important, but they cannot forget that their internal values are the bedrock of good client 
delivery. If firms don’t look after their people they will leave. The firm will lose expertise, 
knowledge and relationships and that will undermine client delivery, so culture directly 
impacts the bottom line.  
 



Stop acting for horrible clients! 
Questions from the floor covered metaphysical and practical cultural drivers. Bates Wells 
gives everyone in the firm (not just lawyers) two days a year for volunteering. Caught 
believes that including pro bono in annual assessments indicates its importance to the firm, 
and embeds it in the culture. Another suggestion was to recognise and celebrate 
volunteering activities and achievements.  
 
On the practical side, professional services commonly struggle to manage hybrid working in 
a performance culture – trusting people to manage their own work, and check in regularly, 
without expecting them to be constantly online or mandating a return to the office. The 
pressure is exacerbated by smartphones, which discourage downtime, increase stress and 
are difficult to manage. Caught emphasised the need for managers to consciously 
communicate with empathy, especially around managing performance in a hybrid 
environment. 
 
Doolan highlighted professional services firms’ failure to push back on clients. If you want to 
stop associate attrition, stop acting for horrible clients, he said. This means pushing back on 
unreasonable client demands, rather than enabling them, and if the clients won’t change, 
adjusting your client portfolio to reflect your firm’s (actual or desired) culture – Bates Wells 
being an example of a firm whose work reflects their values and culture.  
 
There was discussion of well-being charters, which are well-intentioned but if they are not 
reflected in decisions and behaviours, become ‘culture washing’. Hybrid working should 
have reduced the pressure, but instead it led to lawyers working even longer hours. 
Behaviour change means managing the balance of power between rainmakers and leaders.  
Ultimately a sustainable organisational culture in a hybrid environment means delivering 
value to clients while upholding the firm’s values and respecting its people, whose well-
being underpins its success, because, as Peter Drucker put it, culture eats strategy for 
breakfast.[ENDS]  


